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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the production of high energy gamma photons at the interaction between an ultra-high intensity laser pulse with an energetic electron beam and with a near-critical density plasma for the laser intensity varying between $10^{19}$–$10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$. In the case of the interaction with an electron beam, and for the highest laser intensities considered, the electrons lose almost all their energy to emit gamma photons. In the interaction with a near-critical density plasma, the electrons are first accelerated by the laser pulse up to GeV energies and further emit high energy radiation. A maximum laser-to-photons conversion coefficient of 30% is obtained. These results can be used for the preparation of experiments at the Apollon and ELI laser facilities for the investigation of the emission of high energy $\gamma$-photons and to study the electron-positron pair creation in the laboratory.
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1. Introduction

The generation of intense $\gamma$-photon beams from the interaction between an accelerated electron beam and an ultra-high intensity laser is a well-known phenomena [1–3]. Due to the latest advances in laser technology, various theoretical and numerical studies have been performed to optimize the generation of high energy $\gamma$-photons using ultra high intensity lasers interacting with matter. At the interaction between an ultra-high intensity laser ($I > 10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$) with a plasma, high energy particle beams can be obtained (protons, electrons, gamma photons, neutrons, etc.). The electrons will be accelerated up to ultra-relativistic velocities and will emit a copious amount of synchrotron gamma photons. Studies on the absorption mechanisms of the laser energy, using different target configurations, showed a conversion efficiency of the laser energy to $\gamma$-photons increasing from 0.24% (for a laser intensity of $2 \cdot 10^{21}$ W/cm$^2$ [4]) up to 72% (for a laser intensity of $10^{24}$ W/cm$^2$ [5]), as can be observed in Table 1. The highest absorption coefficient of the laser energy to $\gamma$-photons are obtained when the laser normalized the field amplitude $a_0 = 0.85 (I \Lambda^2 / 10^{18}$ W/cm$^2)^{1/2}$ is much higher than the target density normalized by the critical density $n_c$ (where $n_c \approx 1.1 \cdot 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}/\lambda_\mu^2$ and $\lambda_\mu$ is the laser wavelength in $\mu$m).

There are multiple applications for these high energy $\gamma$-photons for studies involving the creation of electron–positron pairs via the interaction of ultra high energy photons with the laser field, known as the multiphoton Breit-Wheeler process [6,7], the linear Breit-Wheeler process [8,9] and the Bethe-Heitler process [10].

The main goal of this paper is to optimize the emission of high energy $\gamma$-photons by high energy electrons accelerated by an ultra-high intensity laser pulse in laser–plasma interaction in the near-critical density regime. To investigate the emission of high energy radiation by the accelerated electrons, we performed multiple 2D Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with Simulating Matter Irradiated by Light at Extreme Intensities (SMILEI) [11]
for two cases. In the first case, we analyze the radiation energy losses of an electron beam, which interacts in a head-on collision with an ultra-high intensity laser pulse in a setup similar to the one proposed by M. Vranic et al. [12]. Our goal is to extend the results obtained in [12] to a higher laser intensity ($10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$) and to test the applicability of the multiple radiation reaction models implemented in SMILEI, according to the laser intensity. In the second case, we analyzed the radiation energy losses of the accelerated electrons in the interaction between an ultra-high intensity laser pulse and a near-critical density target. Our objectives are to find the optimum target parameters for the acceleration of the electrons and the emission of high energy radiation, based on a semi-theoretical model of laser energy absorption [13], in the ultra-high intensity near-critical density regime. In both cases, the electrons emit radiation by different mechanisms, according to the interaction regime. In Section 2 the 2D simulation setup for both cases is presented, as well as the mechanisms of radiation energy losses of the electrons along with different models for the effects of the radiation emitted on the electron dynamics implemented in SMILEI [11]. In Section 3, we discuss the results obtained from the 2D PIC simulations. We found a good agreement between the simulations and the theoretical model proposed by M. Vranic et al. [12] for the electron energy losses. Moreover, we found a limit for the classical Landau-Lifshitz model [14] of Radiation Reaction, which depends on the laser intensity. Regarding the laser–plasma interaction, we found an additional dependence of the electron energy losses on the laser pulse duration and target density. Finally, the main results are summarized in Section 4.

Table 1. Conversion coefficient of the laser energy to high energy $\gamma$-photons as obtained in theoretical and numerical studies of laser–plasma interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Target Density</th>
<th>Laser Intensity</th>
<th>Conversion to $\gamma$-Photons Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. 2022 [4]</td>
<td>cone</td>
<td>exponential from $1n_c$ to $40n_c$</td>
<td>$2 \cdot 10^{21}$</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. 2020 [9]</td>
<td>cylindrical channel</td>
<td>channel: $20n_c$ bulk: $100n_c$</td>
<td>$5 \cdot 10^{22}$</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez et al. 2020 [15]</td>
<td>C$^6^+$ plasma</td>
<td>$17n_c$</td>
<td>$10^{22}$</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady et al. 2012 [16]</td>
<td>CH$_2$ plastic</td>
<td>$100n_c$</td>
<td>$8 \cdot 10^{23}$</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark et al. 2016 [17]</td>
<td>cylindrical channel</td>
<td>channel: $10n_c$ bulk: $100n_c$</td>
<td>$5 \cdot 10^{22}$</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadjisolomou et al. 2022 [18]</td>
<td>Lithium foil</td>
<td>$102n_c$</td>
<td>$10^{23}$</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgers et al. 2012 [7]</td>
<td>Aluminium foil</td>
<td>$780n_c$</td>
<td>$8 \cdot 10^{23}$</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobet et al. 2015 [19]</td>
<td>Aluminium foil</td>
<td>$780n_c$</td>
<td>$8.9 \cdot 10^{23}$</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. High Energy Radiation Emitted by the Energetic Electrons
2.1. Laser-Electron Beam Interaction

The 2D PIC simulation setup for the first case scenario is shown in Figure 1: an ultra-high intensity laser pulse interacting with an energetic electron beam. The linearly polarized laser pulse has the following parameters: a variable laser pulse intensity in the range $10^{19} - 10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$, a pulse duration of 30 fs FWHM, a wavelength 1 $\mu$m and a focal spot size of $w_0 = 3\, \mu$m. The laser is focused at the middle of the simulation box.
electron beam characteristics are: electron density $10^{-5} n_e$, longitudinal width $L_x = 0.8 \mu m$ and transversal width $L_y = 0.16 \mu m$. The initial electron beam energy varies in $\{0.5, 1, 1.5\}$ GeV. The simulation box has 30 $\mu$m in the x direction, and 4 $\mu$m in the y direction. The cell length is $dx = dy = 15.625$ nm and the number of particles per cell is 32. The particles are deleted while crossing the domain boundaries and the fields are absorbed. A total number of 18 PIC simulations were performed with SMILEI [11].

![Figure 1. An ultra high intensity laser pulse colliding with an energetic electron beam. The laser parameters are: wavelength $\lambda = 1 \mu m$, peak intensity $I : \{10^{19} - 10^{23}\}$ W/cm$^2$, pulse duration $\tau = 30$ fs FWHM and focal spot size $w_0 = 3$ $\mu$m. For the 2D simulation setup, the electron beam parameters are: $n_e = 10^{-5} n_e$, $L_x = 0.8 \mu m$, $L_y = 0.16 \mu m$ and $\epsilon_{e_0} : \{0.5, 1, 1.5\}$ GeV.](image)

At the interaction with the laser pulse, the electrons are losing energy by emitting high energy radiation mainly along the direction of their own motion, with a small range of angles around the direction of its velocity:

$$\theta \sim \sqrt{1 - \frac{\gamma^2}{c^2}}$$

(1)

The electron energy loss is given by [12]:

$$\Delta \epsilon = - \frac{k \gamma_l^2}{(\gamma_i - 1)(1 + k \gamma_l)}$$

(2)

where $\Delta \epsilon$ represents the difference between the initial and final electron energy, $\gamma_i$ — the initial relativistic Lorentz factor of the electron and:

$$k = 3.2 \times 10^{-5} I_0 \left[ \frac{10^{22} W}{cm^2} \right] \tau [fs] (1 - \cos \theta)^2$$

with $I_0$—the laser pulse intensity, $\tau$—the pulse duration and $\theta$—the angle of interaction between the laser and the electron beam.

The radiation emitted can influence the dynamics of the particle. This phenomena is known as the radiation reaction. There are different regimes for the emission of radiation and its effect on the particle dynamics implemented in SMILEI [20]. They are characterized by the particle quantum parameter [11]:

$$\chi = \gamma E_s \sqrt{(\vec{E} + \vec{v} \times \vec{B})^2 - \left( \frac{\vec{v} \cdot \vec{E}}{c^2} \right)^2}$$

(3)

where $\gamma = \frac{v}{c}$ is the particle Lorentz factor, $\vec{v}$ is the particle velocity, $\vec{E}$, $\vec{B}$—the electric, respectively; the magnetic field of the laser and $E_s$ is the Schwinger field given by:

$$E_s = \frac{m_e c^3}{e \hbar} = 1.3 \times 10^{16} V/cm$$

(4)
The Schwinger field is used as a reference for nonlinear quantum electrodynamics effects such as pair production in the vacuum. This field corresponds to an intensity of \( I = 10^{29} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), which is far from what we can achieve in the present laser facilities. However, in [21], it was demonstrated that the intensity is much higher in the rest frame of the relativistic electrons, in such a way that radiation reaction effects can be studied experimentally at laser facilities such as Apollon [22] and ELI [23].

For a parameter \( \chi \ll 1 \), the radiation reaction is described through the classical model proposed by Landau Lifshitz (for \( \chi \sim 10^{-3} \)) and a corrected Landau-Lifshitz model (for \( \chi \sim 10^{-2} \)). In this case, the electrons lose continuous energy by radiation and the radiation will act on the electron dynamics like a damping force [14]. The energy of the emitted photons is much smaller than the energy of the emitting electrons.

When the \( \chi \) parameter approaches 1, the continuous models cannot be used anymore, the emission of photons being better described as a stochastic event. In the case of a weak quantum regime \( \chi \sim 10^{-1} \), the description is made by the Niel model [24], where to the Landau-Lifshitz damping forces is added a term linked to the stochasticity of the emission of photons. In this case, the energy of the photons remains small with respect to that of the emitting electrons. When \( \chi \sim 1 \), the emitted photon energies are of the order of the emitting electron energies. In this case, the emission of photons is described only by a stochastic Monte Carlos process, which is computed as a function of the particle field and energy [11].

2.2. Laser–Plasma Interaction

For the second case scenario considered, of an ultra-high intensity laser pulse interacting with a near-critical density plasma, the emission of high energy radiation will take place in two steps: the acceleration of the electrons by the laser pulse and the emission of radiation by the accelerated electrons.

For the PIC simulation setup, we considered a similar setup as the one from Figure 1, where instead of the electron beam we have a near-critical density plasma. The laser is linearly polarized and has the following characteristics: a wavelength of 1 \( \mu \)m, a focal spot size of \( 4\pi \ \mu \)m, a pulse duration of 20 fs FWHM (6\( t_0 \)) for the laser intensity varying in \( 10^{20}–10^{23} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) (corresponding to a normalized field amplitude of \( a_0 = 8.5–268.8 \)) and a laser intensity of \( 10^{22} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) for the pulse duration varying in 6.5–100 fs FWHM (\( 2t_0 – 30t_0 \)). The laser is focused at the middle of the simulation box. The target is considered fully ionized, being made of protons and electrons. The density of the target varies from \( 0.5n_c \) to \( 20n_c \) (where \( n_c \approx 1.1 \cdot 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) is the critical density for a wavelength of 1 micron), while the thickness varies from from 500 nm to 200 \( \mu \)m. The transversal width of the target is kept constant at 30 \( \mu \)m. The simulation box has 60 \( \mu \)m in the y direction, while in the x direction it is changed according to the thickness \( L_x \) of the target from 120 \( \mu \)m to 300 \( \mu \)m. The cell length is \( dx = dy = 15.625 \text{ nm} \) and the number of particles per cell is 30 for each species. The particles are deleted while crossing the domain boundaries and the fields are absorbed. A total number of 116 PIC simulations were performed with SMILEI [11] on the Curta machine—MCIA supercomputer [25].

3. Results and Discussion

The results obtained from 2D PIC simulations and from Equation (2) are given in Figure 2. The energy loss becomes significant for laser intensities higher than \( 10^{20} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). For the highest intensity considered, \( 10^{23} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), the electrons are losing almost all their energy in the emission of \( \gamma \)-photons. The electron beam energy also plays a role: the more energetic the electrons are, the more important is the emission of radiation.
The classical Landau-Lifshitz model used in our simulations fits the predicted theoretical results of Equation (2) up to the laser intensity of $10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$. Above this intensity, the classical model and the corrected continuous model underestimate the radiation emitted by the electrons. For ultra-high intensities, the electrons lose a significant part of their energy, and the phenomena cannot be anymore assumed to involve continuous energy transfers. To compute the transfer of energy from the electrons to the photons, stochastic models must be used. The best approximation of the theoretical results is given by the Monte Carlo model.

Figure 3 shows the energy angle distribution of the emitted radiation by an energetic electron beam of initial energy $\epsilon_0 = 1.5$ GeV at the interaction with a high intensity laser pulse for two intensities: $10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$ and $10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$. The laser propagation direction is at $\theta = 0^\circ$, while the electrons are counterpropagating at $\theta = 180^\circ$. The high-energy radiation is emitted mostly in the direction of the moving electrons or at small angles around their direction, as theoretically predicted by Equation (1). Moreover, the emission of radiation significantly increases in the case of $I = 10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$ in multiple directions, with the preferential direction around $\theta = 180^\circ$. 

Figure 2. Electron energy loss vs. laser intensity as obtained from 2D PIC simulations. The continuous lines (blue—$\epsilon_0 = 0.5$ GeV, red—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV, green—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV) represent the theoretical scaling from Equation (2). The simulation results are represented as follows: the continuous Landau-Lifshitz model—crosses (blue—$\epsilon_0 = 0.5$ GeV, red—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV, green—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV); for $I = 10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$: continuous Landau-Lifshitz model—azure square, corrected Landau-Lifshitz model—magenta square, stochastic Niel model—yellow square and stochastic Monte Carlo model—circles (blue—$\epsilon_0 = 0.5$ GeV, red—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV, green—$\epsilon_0 = 1$ GeV).
Figure 3. The energy angle distributions of the emitted radiation with the energy up to 100 MeV at 185 fs, integrated in time, for different laser intensities: (a) $I = 10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$ (b) $I = 10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$. Laser parameters: $\lambda = 1 \mu$m, $\tau = 30$ fs FWHM and $w_0 = 3 \mu$m. Electron beam parameters: $n_{e0} = 10^{-5} n_e$, $L_x = 0.8 \mu$m, $L_y = 0.16 \mu$m and $\epsilon_{e0} = 1.5$ GeV. The cutoff energy of the energy angle distribution is: (a) 1150 MeV and (b) 1200 MeV.

3.2. Laser-Driven Electron Acceleration in the Laser–Plasma Interaction Case

In the laser–plasma interaction case, at the interaction of the laser pulse with the target, the electrons (being lighter than the protons) will be accelerated by the laser ponderomotive force $f_p = -m_e c^2 \gamma_a$, where $\gamma_a = (1 + a_0^2/2)^{1/2}$ and $a_0$ is the laser-normalized field amplitude. The electrons are pushed forward by the laser field much faster than the protons. The later ones, having a small charge-to-mass ratio, will be left behind. This charge displacement occurring inside the target will create a very strong quasi-static charge separation field at the back of the target. The faster electrons will escape the potential created at the back of the target; meanwhile, the slower ones will be reinjected in the target, forming a counterpropagating current. In Figure 4, the absorption coefficient of the laser energy to electrons vs. target areal density is shown. The dependence of the absorption coefficient of the laser energy to electrons is very similar to the total absorption coefficient dependence on the target areal density from [13]: the absorption coefficient of the laser energy to electrons increases when the target thickness increases, eventually reaching a plateau, and additional plasma into the target will not affect it significantly.

Figure 4. Energy conversion coefficient from the laser to electrons vs. target areal density as obtained in 2D PIC simulations. Target parameters: $L_y = 30 \mu$m. Laser parameters: $\lambda = 1 \mu$m, $a_0 = 85$, $\tau = 20$ fs FWHM and $w_0 = 12.5 \mu$m.
The electrons present a broad spectrum, as shown in Figure 5 with two main populations: a less energetic one, with the energy between 5 MeV and 400 MeV, and a high energy one, with the energy higher than 400 MeV. The lower energy population represents the electrons, which recirculate inside the target and will help to the further acceleration of the ions by sustaining the electrostatic field at the back of the target [26,27]. The high energy population represents the electrons, which escape the electrostatic potential and travel free in the vacuum behind the target.

![Figure 5](image_url)

Figure 5. Electron spectra from a 2D PIC simulation. Target parameters: \(n_{e0} = 3n_c\), \(L_x = 40\ \mu m\) and \(L_y = 30\ \mu m\). Laser parameters: \(\lambda = 1\ \mu m\), \(a_0 = 85\), \(\tau = 20\) fs FWHM and \(w_0 = 12.5\ \mu m\).

The acceleration of electrons is made at ultra-relativistic level, their maximum energy being in the range of hundreds of MeV – GeV, as shown in Figure 6. The evolution of the maximum energy of the electrons as a function of the target areal density shows an optimum point, which is reached before the saturation point of the laser-to-electrons energy conversion coefficient. For a thicker and denser target than the optimum values for acceleration, the electrons will be heated in a larger volume, which will lead to a lower electron energy density.

![Figure 6](image_url)

Figure 6. Maximum electron energy vs target areal density, as obtained in 2D PIC simulations. Target parameters: \(L_y = 30\ \mu m\). Laser parameters: \(\lambda = 1\ \mu m\), \(a_0 = 85\), \(\tau = 20\) fs FWHM and \(w_0 = 12.5\ \mu m\).
The maximum energy of the electrons depends also on the laser parameters. To study this effect, we varied the laser pulse intensity for a fixed pulse duration and, respectively, we varied the laser pulse duration for a fixed laser intensity. The target density was varying between 0.5\,n_c and 20\,n_c and for each target density, we considered the optimum thickness to maximize the transfer of energy from the laser pulse to the plasma, as explained in [13], which is between 0.5–200\,\mu m. The target width was kept constant at 30\,\mu m, as in the previous case.

For a fixed laser pulse duration of 6t_0, we varied the laser intensity in the range of \(10^{20}–10^{23}\) W/cm², corresponding to a normalized field amplitude of 8.5–268.8. In Figure 7, the variation of the maximum electron energy is shown with the target density for various laser intensities.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Maximum electron energy at the optimum target thickness vs. target density for various laser pulse intensities. Target parameters: \(L_y = 30\,\mu m\). Laser parameters: \(\lambda = 1\,\mu m\), \(\tau = 6t_0\) and \(w_0 = 12.5\,\mu m\).

The maximum electron energy varies from a few tens of MeV for low laser intensities up to \(>1\,\text{GeV}\) for ultra-high laser intensities. In addition, for the same intensity, we have a strong variation of the maximum energy: from 200 MeV to 1.5 GeV for \(a_0 = 85\). This is due to the dependence of the maximum electron energy on the target density. The maximum energies are obtained for the lowest target density. For targets with densities \(>10n_c\), the maximum electron energy varies slowly in the range considered for the same laser pulse intensity.

For a fixed \(a_0 = 85\), we varied the pulse duration in the range 2–30t_0. In Figure 8 the variation of the maximum electron energy is shown with the target density for various laser pulse durations.

The maximum electron energy varies from a few hundreds of MeV up to 1.5 GeV. In addition, the previously explained behaviour is present: for the same pulse duration, the maximum electron energy varies dramatically due to the target density. The highest electron energy is obtained for the longest pulse duration, corresponding to the highest laser energy used in this variation, and the lowest target density considered. For targets with densities \(>10n_c\), the maximum electron energy varies slowly in the range considered for the same laser pulse duration.

In the ultra-relativistic regime, the energetic electrons will be subject to Inverse Compton Scattering, emitting radiation at the interaction with the high intensity laser field. The emission of the radiation will be mainly in the direction of the electron propagation.

In the following section, we will describe the emission of radiation in the transparent and opaque regimes.

According to the target density, we can identify two regimes of the emission of high energy radiation in the laser–plasma interaction: Reinjected Electron Synchrotron Emission [7] and Skin-depth emission [16].

In the case of an underdense target of the $0.1n_c$ density, interacting with a laser pulse of intensity $I = 10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$, the laser ponderomotive force will push the electrons in the forward direction, accelerating them up to relativistic velocities. The ions will respond slower to the laser force, while the hot electrons will be escaping the target in the forward direction. This separation of charges inside the target will set up a strong longitudinal electric field at the back of the target. This charge–separation field will in turn recirculate inside some of the electrons and accelerate the ions. At the interaction of the backward accelerated electrons with the laser pulse, they will suffer a strong synchrotron emission of $\gamma$-photons in their direction of propagation. Figure 9 (left) shows the angular distribution of the emitted $\gamma$-ray energy. As the laser continuously pushes forward electrons, the charge–separation field will reinject them again, and another emission of radiation will occur. The process will repeat itself with a periodicity called ‘break-down time’, proportional to the laser period. This process is known as Reinjected Electron Synchrotron Emission (RESE) and it can convert up to 15% of the laser energy into $\gamma$-photons [7].

In the case of an overdense target of $20n_c$ density, interacting with a laser pulse of intensity $I = 10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$, the laser pressure will create a hole-boring front over the target surface, from which a part of the laser beam will be reflected. The reflected wave will interact with the forward accelerated electrons and will give rise to an emission of radiation predominantly in the forward direction, as shown in Figure 9b. This process is known as skin-depth emission and is specific to relativistic overdense targets [16].

As previously mentioned, the relativistic electrons will emit a copious amount of high energy radiation. In Figure 10, the variation of the absorption coefficient of the laser energy to high energy photons is shown with the target density for various laser pulse intensities. The absorption coefficient in high energy photons increases from $\leq 1\%$ for a laser intensity of $I = 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ ($a_0 = 8.5$) to 30% for ultra-high intensity laser pulses $I = 10^{23}$ W/cm$^2$ ($a_0 = 268.8$). For laser intensities $> 10^{22}$ W/cm$^2$, for the same intensity, the absorption into high energy photons does not vary significantly with the target density in the range considered.
Figure 9. The energy angle distribution of the emitted γ-photons integrated in time, at 300 fs after the laser–plasma interaction begins, as obtained from a 2D PIC simulation. Laser parameters: $\lambda = 1 \, \mu m$, $a_0 = 85$, $\tau = 20 \, fs$ FWHM and $w_0 = 12.5 \, \mu m$. (a) Target parameters: $n_{e0} = 0.1n_c$, $L_x = 120 \, \mu m$ and $L_y = 30 \, \mu m$. (b) Target parameters: $n_{e0} = 20n_c$, $L_x = 50 \, \mu m$ and $L_y = 30 \, \mu m$.

Figure 10. Absorption coefficient from the laser pulse to high energy photons at the optimum target thickness vs. target density for different laser intensities. Target parameters: $L_y = 30 \, \mu m$. Laser parameters: $\lambda = 1 \, \mu m$, $\tau = 20 \, fs$ FWHM and $w_0 = 12.5 \, \mu m$.

In Figure 11 the variation of the absorption coefficient of the laser energy to high energy photons is shown with the target density for various laser pulse durations for $a_0 = 85$. The absorption coefficient in high energy photons increases from $\leq 1\%$ for a very short pulse duration ($\tau = 2t_0$) to $10\%$ for longer pulse duration ($\tau = 30t_0$). For laser pulse durations longer than 20 fs, for the same pulse duration, the absorption into high energy photons does not vary significantly with the target density in the range considered.
4. Conclusions

We studied the high-energy radiation produced in two configurations: laser–electron beam interaction and laser–plasma interaction. Varying the intensity of the laser pulse in \{10^{19} : 10^{23}\} W/cm^2, we studied the production of gamma photons for different initial energies of the electron beam (0.5, 1, 1.5 GeV) extending the results obtained by M. Vranic et al. [12]. For the highest laser intensity, we considered the electrons losing almost all of their energy to emit \( \gamma \)-photons. In addition, we compared different models implemented in SMILEI for the emission of radiation and its effect on the electron dynamics. We found that for the highest laser intensity considered, the continuous Landau-Lifshitz models cannot be used anymore and a stochastic model should be used instead. In the second configuration, we considered a laser pulse of intensity varying in \(10^{20} - 10^{23}\) W/cm^2 for a pulse duration of 20 fs FWHM, and the pulse duration varying in 6.5–100 fs for a laser intensity of \(10^{22}\) W/cm^2 irradiating a near-critical density target with the density \(n_0\) and thickness in 0.5–200 \(\mu\)m. The maximum absorption coefficient in gamma photons for various laser intensities was 30% for the highest laser intensity considered. The photons will have energies similar to the ones of the electrons which emitted them, corresponding to hundreds of MeV–GeV. This opens up the possibility to study new regimes of laser–plasma interactions in extreme conditions at Apollon and ELI laser facilities. Our results can be used in experiments at these facilities, involving electron acceleration to high energies and the emission of high energy radiation in the ultra-high intensity near-critical density regime towards electron–positron pair creation via the interaction of high energy photons with the laser field, known as the nonlinear or multiphoton Breit-Wheeler process [6,28].
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